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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION POLICY 
 

1. Introduction  

 
1.1  The Freedom of Information (FOI) Act 2000 (The Act) gives the public a general 

right of access to all recorded information held by public authorities in England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. The Act is designed to promote openness and 
accountability across the public sector, particularly in relation to official decision 
making and to the spending of public money.  

1.2  The Information Commissioner’s office (ICO) is the UK’s independent public 
authority set up to uphold information rights and are responsible for the 
Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act and Environmental 
Information Regulations outlined in this policy.  

 
2. Scope  

 
2.1  The Act applies to all public authorities; to central and local government, 

publicly funded companies, the police and police authorities, the armed forces, 
the NHS, schools, universities and colleges including Sutton College.  

2.2  The Act covers all the recorded information that the College holds irrespective 
of its format. This includes information in paper files, electronic documents, e-
mails, databases and audio or video material.  

2.3  The aim of this policy is to outline the College’s responsibilities and 
accountability as far as proactive publication or by access to requests for 
information within the scope of The Act.  

 
3. Responsibility for Implementation  

 
3.1  Under the Act the governing body is responsible for compliance. However to 

manage this on a day to day basis the College nominates the Director of 
Finance & Resources as a Data Coordinator responsible for collating the 
required information according to The Act, issuing the responses and recording 
the requests.  

3.2  Where required, all College staff have a responsibility to provide the requested 
information or a reason for exemption to the Data Co-ordinator within defined 
timescales in order to comply with any FOI requirements.  

3.2  Review and implementation of this policy is the responsibility of the Director of 
Finance & Resources.  

 
4. Disclosure of Information  

 
4.1 The College does not have to respond to requests where the information is 

already publicly available on our website or in our publication scheme. 

 
4.2 College information can be disclosed in two ways, either by proactive 

publication or by access on request.  

 
4.3 Proactive Publication  

 
4.3.1  The Act requires every public authority to adopt a publication scheme, 

which sets out the types of information the organisation must routinely 
publish.  

4.3.2  The publication scheme sets out the classes of information that the 
College publishes, the manner in which the information is published and 
whether the information is available free of charge. The Information 
listed in the schemes is available free of charge unless otherwise stated.  

4.3.3  Publication of this kind supports the compliance with The FOI Act by 
helping the public to understand who we are, what we do and how we 
are run. Sutton College is committed to openness and we routinely 
publish information about the College and its activities on the website.  

 



4.4  Access on Request  

 
4.4.1  In accordance with the publications scheme, where it is within the 

capability of the College, information will be published on the College 
website. However as the majority of College information is not 
published, anyone who wants to see this information must apply for 
access.  

4.4.2  Any request for information under The Act received by a member of 
staff via e-mail or in writing must be firstly forwarded to the Data Co-
ordinator who will liaise with colleagues to provide the information.  

4.4.3  The Act does not specify a formal request procedure. An application for 
information simply has to be in written form which includes fax, letter or 
e-mail. Staff should advise applicants making verbal requests to contact 
the College in written form as laid out on the College website.  

4.4.4  Any request made to the College in writing stating the name of the 
applicant, including an address for correspondence and describing the 
information required, qualifies as a valid request for information.  

 
5. Handling Freedom of Information Requests  

 
5.1  It is College policy that all formal FOI requests should be directed through the 

Data & Information Services team. There are certain statutory rules to follow:  

 
 Although the College can ask the applicant to clarify terms of their enquiry 

we cannot ask them why they are making a request or what they will do 
with the information.  

 All requests must be completed within 20 working days. Weekends and 
bank holidays are excluded though annual leave and College closure days 
are not.  

 Applicants can be charged a fee for their request but only in limited 
circumstances and as laid out in section 9 of The Act a fees notice must be 
issued to the applicant. Most FOI requests are completed for free.  

 The College is not obliged to release information if a valid exemption 
applies. There are 24 exemptions under The Act and all of them have strict 
legal definitions. In most cases the College can only apply an exemption if 
the public interest in withholding information outweighs the interest in 
disclosing it.  

 Applicants have the right to appeal if we decline to disclose any information. 
They can appeal to the ICO who have the power to overturn our decision.  

 
6. Exemptions  

 
6.1  In certain circumstances the College may refuse an FOI request.  

 When the request is vexatious or repeated 

 When the cost of the compliance exceeds the appropriate limit (see 8.3) 

 When the information falls under one of the 24 exemptions 

 
6.2  If the information requested has not been held, it will normally be reasonable 

to inform the applicant of this fact. However there may be some exceptional 
cases where it would not even be correct to confirm or deny that information 
requested was held.  

 
6.3  There are two broad categories of exemptions:  

 
6.3.1  Absolute Exemptions. In some case there is no legal right of access 

at all, for instance information supplied or relating to bodies dealing with 
security matters. In other cases, personal information may be available 
through other means although not under The Act.  

6.3.2  Qualified Exemptions. These are cases where the College, having 
identified a possible exemption, must consider whether the public 
interest in maintaining the exemption is greater than in confirming or 
denying the existence of the information requested and providing the 



information to the applicant.  

 
6.4  Should the College receive a request for information which is covered by an 

exemption, the applicant will be informed wherever possible within the 20 days 
of receipt of the request that the information cannot be provided together with 
an explanation. However when considering a qualified exemption it is 
reasonable for the 20 day period to be extended provided an interim response 
is issued within the timescale together with an estimate of when the final 
response is expected.  
In addition, the College must inform the applicant where they have the right to 
appeal to the ICO about the information being withheld.  

6.5  Where the College does not hold the requested information this must be 
communicated within the 20 days giving a brief explanation of why this is not 
held if appropriate and similarly where the applicant may find the information  

6.6  The Freedom of Information Act does not give public access to their own 
personal data (information about themselves). Any request for personal 
information should be made via a subject access request under the General 
Data Protection Regulation 2018 via the College Data Protection Officer.  

 
7. Vexatious or Repeated Requests  

 
7.1 A request can be treated as vexatious where it would impose a significant 

burden on the College in terms of expense or distraction and meets at least one 
of the following criteria:  

 
 It clearly does not have any serious purpose or value  

 It is designed to cause disruption or annoyance  

 It has the effect of harassing the College  

 It can otherwise fairly be characterised as obsessive or manifestly  
unreasonable 
  

7.2  The College should not refuse a request for information which is available 
through the publications scheme on the grounds that it is vexatious.  

7.3  Where the College has previously complied with a request for information it is 
not obliged to comply with a subsequent identical or substantially similar 
request from that person unless a reasonable interval has elapsed between 
compliance and the current request.  

7.4  Issues may arise where the College receives requests from individuals who 
have previously registered a grievance, pursued a complaint or otherwise been 
involved in a dispute. Such request may be considered vexatious and will be 
referred to the Principal. 

7.5  All refusals for information that are vexatious or repeated will be communicated 
to the applicant but no further explanation will be provided. However a record 
of the request should be kept including the reasons for the decision so that they 
can be justified to the ICO if a complaint is made.  

 
8. Fees and Appropriate limits  

 
8.1  Section 9 of The Act requires that a public authority intending to charge a fee 

for providing information in response to a request must issue a Fees Notice to 
the applicant.  

8.2  The College will begin to provide information on receipt of the fees. The 20 
working day compliance period is placed ‘on hold’ from the date of issue until 
the fee is received. If no fee is received within three month of the Fees Notice 
the request will be closed. The request will be recorded.  

8.3  Section 12 of The Act allows the College to refuse a request for information if 
it estimates that meeting the request would exceed the appropriate limit cost. 
The appropriate limit is currently set out in the FOI regulations.  The College 
may only take into account the cost of determining whether it holds the 
information requested, locating, retrieving and extracting the requested 
information in performing its calculation. The cost limit is currently set at £450 
and equates to 18 hours at £25 per hour. In the event of a request being 



estimated to exceed appropriate limits, the College will first seek to narrow 
down with the applicant in order to provide relevant and useful information 
within the limit. If the applicant refuses this then the request will either be 
refused outright or a Fees Notice issued.  

8.4  Limited disbursement costs for example photocopying or postage may be 
reclaimed if the costs of provision exceeds £25.  

 
9. Complaints  

 
9.1  The College may refuse to provide information to a request if one or more of 

the exemptions in the Act apply. If an applicant is dissatisfied with the response 
they have received from the College they may appeal against our decision.  

9.2  The complaints procedure is separate from the College standard complaints 
procedures and aligns with the Information Commissioners guidelines on 
internal reviews and appeals. Complaints under Freedom of Information should 
be referred to the ICO at the following address:  
Information Commissioners Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, 
Cheshire SK9 5AF  

 
10. Environmental Information Regulations 

  
10.1  The Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR) give a right of access 

to environmental information held by public authorities including FE and HE 
institutions. The legislation bears similarities to, but is not identical to, the 
Freedom of Information Act regime. For example, there are differences in the 
exceptions, calculation of fees, and in the circumstances whereby private 
companies may fall within its scope. The ICO provides guidance on the 
definition of environmental information and how the EIR applies.  

10.2  Requests under the EIR will be handled as requests under the Freedom of 
Information Act. The Data Co-Ordinator will liaise with the Principal to ensure 
these are responded to within the policy framework.  

 
11. Register of Requests  

 
The College will maintain a full register of FOI requests in order to maintain compliance 
and to respond effectively to any complaints made directly to the ICO. The Data Co-
ordinator will maintain this register for the College.  

 
12. College Responsibilities under the Act  

 
It will be the responsibility of all College staff to help respond to Freedom of 
Information requests. Guidance is provided on the staff Intranet.  

  
13. Access to the Policy  

 
This Policy is available on the Sutton College website. 

  
14. Feedback and Review  

 
The Freedom of Information Policy is reviewed every two years through consultation. 

  
15. References  

 
This Policy links to other College policies and legislation such as College Data 
Protection Policy. These websites give further information and guidance:  

 
The Freedom of Information Act  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/contents  
The Information Commissioners Office  
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-freedom-of-information/ 

 

http://www2.scola.ac.uk/collegeportal/
https://www.suttoncollege.ac.uk/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/36/contents
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-freedom-of-information/


16.  SLT Responsibility  

The Executive lead for this Policy is the Principal  
 


